ABSTRACT Burst-interference suppression is quite challenging and of great importance to wireless communications, but is rarely investigated in the current literature. In this paper, a novel approach based on space-time processing is proposed for the burst-interference suppression. First, part of the conventional centralized training sequence is scattered and evenly embedded into the transmitted data sequence. In this way, the unexpected burst interference has a much higher possibility to contaminate the training sequence, as compared with the conventional centralized one. Next, we can exploit the burst-interference information contained in the received scattered pilot to adaptively compute the optimal space-time weighting coefficients (STWC) under the weighted minimum mean square error criterion. The STWC are then used to perform the space-time filtering on the received data sequence to suppress interference as well as recover the transmitted data symbols. Simulation results show that our proposed method can effectively mitigate the influence of burst interference.
I. INTRODUCTION
Noise and interference are two primary factors degrading the transmission performance, and thus the resistance against interference is of great importance for communication systems. Numerous interference cancellation techniques have been developed to address common interferences such as multipath interference, co-channel interference (CCI), intercell interference (ICI) and multi-user interference (MUI) etc. Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) can be adopted for multi-carrier systems to effectively mitigate the inter-symbol interference (ISI) caused by multipath propagation effects for its immunity to multipath fading [1] . Coordinated multiple points transmission (CoMP) constitutes a promising approach to attenuate the uplink ICI originating from inter-cell users [2] . Recently, many researchers devote their efforts to MUI cancellation by exploiting the sufficient spatial dimension provided by large-scale antenna array [3] , [4] .
Among tremendously abundant interference suppression approaches, space-time processing (STP) with multiple antennas stands out, for it can significantly increase the degree of freedom for combating diverse interferences. Various space-time equalizers have been designed to simultaneously achieve both ISI equalization and MUI suppression. A hybrid approach for separate CCI reduction and ISI equalization is presented in [5] , where a space-time filter is designed to reduce the CCI and the ISI is eliminated by Viterbi equalizer. In order to combat the co-channel MUI for OFDM, Zhang [6] proposes a robust multi-branch spacetime receive beamformer, which is insensitive to the memory length of temporary equalizer.
However, none of the above works has taken into account the burstiness of interference in realistic scenarios and the traditional interference suppression approaches may not work properly in the presence of burst interference. Before proceeding, we would like to illustrate a typical scenario where the burst interference is likely to occur, lest the burst interference addressed in this paper is confounded with impulse noise. 1 1 The channel in the relatively low or medium frequency (LF/MF) bands ranging from several hundred kilohertz up to 20MHz (e.g., power delivery networks and some mobile radio scenarios) cannot be properly described by the conventional additive white gaussian noise (AWGN) model, but by a superposition of AWGN and impulse noise [7] , [8] . Basically, impulse noise can be considered as a much stronger noise sporadically superimposed on the background AWGN. It may be generated by spurious sources such as switching of electrical AC devices for powerline channel [9] , and is usually assumed to be Bernoulli-Gaussian process, i.e., the product of a real Bernoulli process and a complex Gaussian noise [7] . Instead, the burst interference we address in this paper refers to the interference caused by other coexisting co-channel links or unpredictable external interferers, especially that contaminate exclusively the data symbols. The burst interference may be intermittent or successive and tend to have a much longer duration than impulse noise. 1 exemplifies such scenario where multiple transceiver pairs T i − > R i communicate asynchronously in close proximity to each other over the same frequency bands. Affected by the interference from the other coexisting links, the ongoing transmission frame of T 1 − > R 1 is unevenly divided into two fragments. Suppose that the pilot symbols precede the data sequence. Then, in the exemplified scenario, the first fragment is successfully transmitted from T 1 to R 1 and the information can be properly demodulated. However, as the link between T 2 and R 2 becomes activated, the second fragment will be severely interfered with and failure of transmission is likely to happen. Certainly, the first transceiver pair T 1 − > R 1 will also cause interference to the second transceivers T 2 −> R 2 . Nevertheless, such interference continuously contaminating the whole frame (both pilot and data included) is conventional CCI instead of burst interference from the perspective of T 2 −> R 2 and can be effectively mitigated with the space-time equalizer computed from pilot in a conventional STP scheme. In view of this, the main concern of this paper is to address the interference of
Provided that the pilot symbols precede the data sequence, such interference of T 2 − > R 2 on T 1 − > R 1 in fact corresponds to the scenario where the pilot symbols are free of the burst interference contaminating data symbols. The essence of STP is to determine the optimal weights based on an appropriately chosen criterion, but the weights computed from pilot symbols free of interference may not be effective in equalizing subsequent contaminated data sequence. Hence, this particular case of burst interference constitutes one of the most unfavorable conditions compromising the decoding performance.
Burst interference is an issue hard to circumvent in realistic scenarios, yet we have hardly find works specifically focusing on burst interference cancellation except [10] , [11] . In [10] , a generalized sidelobe canceller beamformer acquired with diagonal loading method is used to perform the robust burst interference suppression for OFDM system. However, this approach is based on the premise that the pilot for channel estimation is not or very weakly contaminated by interference and that the expected channel information is available at the receiver. Moreover, the robustness of beamformer refers to the robustness against array imperfections more than the capacity for dealing with burst interference. In [11] , space-time processing is adopted as an anti-jammer therapy for global positioning systems (GPS) in order to cope with unexpected or deliberately created wideband or narrowband jamming, especially during the military conflicts. However, the constraint on space-time weights in [11] must be judiciously chosen and may rely on the prior knowledge of incoming directions of the target signal.
It should be admitted that, many current interference suppression approaches could be extended to mitigate burst interference. Al-Naffouri et al. [9] propose to convert periodic impulse noise into the manipulable aperiodic impulse noise model by using time domain interleaving of the OFDM symbols (TDI-OFDM). Likewise, if we simply treat the burst interference as a kind of noise, then the burst interference could also be converted into the impulse noise model in [12] via interleaving. We acknowledge that the combination of bit interleaving and channel coding might take effect for burst interference suppression. However, such approach would quickly lose efficiency as the interference intensity increases beyond its limited correction capacity or when the interference duration exceeds allowable length.
As a result, a novel approach specifically designed against burst interference and meanwhile getting around all the foregoing problems is in need. To this end, we propose in this paper a new burst interference suppression approach based on STP. First, part of the conventional centralized training sequence is scattered and evenly embedded into the transmitted data sequence, so as to guarantee the greatest likelihood of capturing the burst interference information. Next, in order to fully exploit the burst interference information contained in the received scattered pilot, we determine the strengthening matrix with the detected interference information before adaptively computing the optimal space-time weighting coefficients (STWC) under the weighted minimum mean square error (WMMSE) criterion. The STWC are then used to perform the space-time filtering on the received data sequence to recover the transmitted data symbols.
The proposed burst interference cancellation approach combining scattered pilot and WMMSE criterion based STP enjoys the below-described triple merits:
• First, the proposed method does not require the channel statistics of the desired signal nor any prior VOLUME 6, 2018 information about the burst interference, which is not always available in practice. Neither is it necessary to determine the burst interference duration, intensity or occurring position.
• Second, the proposed STP-based anti-interference method yields the performance equal to conventional STP scheme in the absence of interference, which implies that the resistance against burst interference is not achieved at the cost of performance loss in the contamination-free case. In addition, the more the symbols are contaminated, the more evident the performance improvement will be.
• Third, the proposed burst interference suppression approach does not require that the pilot symbols must be free of interference. In fact, the condition wherein the whole frame (including both pilot and data symbols) is contaminated (in which case the burst interference reduces to conventional CCI, e.g., the continuous CCI caused by Fig. 1 ) would not lead to performance deterioration of the proposed approach, compared to the conventional STP scheme. Thereby, the proposed STP-based approach primarily targeting at burst interference suppression preserves the resistance against conventional continuous CCI. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The system model as well as the reconfigured frame structure with scattered pilot is described in Section II. Section III presents the proposed STP-based burst interference cancellation approach. Simulation results are provided in Section IV. Section V draws the conclusion of this paper.
Notations: Superscripts (·) T and (·) H represent transpose and conjugated transpose respectively; · denotes the Euclidian norm of a vector; diag(x) is a diagonal matrix with the vector x as its diagonal elements; 0 M ×N represent an M × N all-zero matrix.
II. SYSTEM MODEL A. GENERALIZED SIGNAL MODEL WITH BURST INTERFERENCE
In order to facilitate the introduction of the proposed burst interference approach without sacrificing the representativity, we consider a communication system with a desired transmitter, a receiver and an unknown interferer hereinbelow. Without loss of generality, we assume the receiver is equipped with M antennas in the form of uniform linear array (ULA). The channel between the desired transmitter and receiver is modeled as Rayleigh multipath fading channel, which consists of L taps, each tap composed of Q 1 separable subpaths [13] . The qth subpath of the lth delay is characterized by its unique AoA θ l,q ∼ U (θ − θ as , θ + θ as ) and associated complex gain α l,q ∼ CN 0, σ 2 l /Q . Here, θ and θ as denote the mean AoA of the desired signal and the angular spread respectively. Besides, σ 2 l models the power delay profile of channel and there holds L l=1 σ 2 l = 1 such that the total average channel gain per receive antenna is normalized. The channel at the lth delay is given by 
T , where N represents the frame length. The transmitted signal s propagates through the multipath fading channel
∈ C L×M and is contaminated by the interference z at the receiver. Denoting x m ∈ C (N +L−1)×1 as the received signal at the mth antenna, we can express the received signal X = [x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x M ] ∈ C (N +L−1)×M at the whole antenna array as
where S = s (1) , s (2) , · · · , s (L) ∈ C (N +L−1)×L represents the nonsymmetric Toeplitz transmitted signal matrix and
T . The multipath fading channel matrix H i of interference is defined in the same way as H with mean AoA θ i and angular spread θ as . Note that the term SH reflects the linear convolution between the desired signal and corresponding multipath channel, while ZH i represents the linear convolution between interference signal and interference channel. Moreover, the diagonal matrix
is introduced to characterize the intensity and occurrent position of the burst interference, with σ 2 being the average power of the burst interference and the number of σ reflecting the burst interference duration N i . In addition, N denotes the zero-mean complex AWGN at the whole receive antenna array with E{NN H } = M σ 2 n I N +L−1 , where σ 2 n is the noise power.
B. RECONSTRUCTED FRAME WITH SCATTERED PILOT EMBEDDED INTO DATA SEQUENCE
As indicated in Fig. 2 , the conventional signal frame begins with a centralized pilot sequence. Such pilot contains no information about the burst interference if only the subsequent data sequence is contaminated and the centralized pilot sequence is free of interference. Hence, traditional STP based interference suppression approaches [5] fail to combat this kind of probable burst interference. Instead, we reconstruct the signal frame by dividing the conventional centralized pilot into Pilot-I and Pilot-II. Pilot-I remains invariant while Pilot-II is scattered and evenly embedded into the data sequence. In this way, the unexpected burst interference has a much higher possibility to contaminate the training sequence, as compared to the conventional centralized one. We can then exploit the burst interference information captured by scattered Pilot-II (scatPilot-II) to mitigate the impact of burst interference on the data sequence. The number of pilot symbols N P and the overall frame length N remain invariant after reconstruction. G successive data symbols. Thus, the pilot indices can be expressed as
Remark 1: The scatPilot-II in the reconstructed frame seems kind of analogous to the traditional unique word (UW) for the single-carrier frequency domain equalization (SC-FDE) system [14] , [15] . However, UW serves similarly as cyclic prefix (CP) to make FDE feasible and thus needs to be longer than channel impulse response, while in the proposed scheme, Pilot-II is scattered in order to combat the burst interference. To the best of our knowledge, such idea of combating burst interference by scattering pilot symbols has not been reported in existing literature. Besides, since the data is directly sent to the decoder after space-time equalization, there is no need that the length of scattered pilot N g II is larger than channel impulse response.
Remark 2: Simulation results will reveal that the expansion of contaminated range helps make prominent the superiority of the proposed approach. This can be partly attributed to scatPilot-II embedded into data sequence. In fact, the more the data sequence is contaminated, the more the burst interference information can be captured by scatPilot-II, which will certainly contribute to more remarkable performance improvement compared to the conventional STP scheme. Thus, scatPilot-II plays a crucial role in the proposed approach.
III. PROPOSED BURST-INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSION APPROACH A. SPACE-TIME PROCESSING
The STP targets at recovering the transmitted data symbols from the weighted summation of different delayed versions of the received signal at different receive antennas. Similar to [16] - [18] , we adopt the space-time configuration as illustrated in Fig. 3 to suppress both the ISI and burst interference. The STP consists of temporal filtering and spatial combining. First, we perform the temporal filtering with
T on the received signal of the mth antenna x m , where K is the length of temporal filter. Then, the signal after temporal filtering will be combined among different antennas to obtain the recovered signalŷ ∈ C (N +L+K −2)×1 , which can be expressed aŝ
Here,
represents the nonsymmetric Toeplitz received signal matrix with x
Removing the part ofŷ corresponding to Pilot-I and scatPilot-II gives the recovered pure data sequence.
B. COMPUTATION OF ADAPTIVE STWC
Assume that the N t th row of X m corresponds to the timing synchronization point. Then, the received pilot indices are given by D t P = N t + D P and with Matlab notation, the received pilot matrix can be extracted as X P m = X m D t P , : . Bearing in mind that the transmitted pilot s P = s (D P ) is known at receiver, we will make efforts to find the STWC w = w T 1 , w T 2 , · · · , w T M T ∈ C MK ×1 by minimizing the difference between M m=1 X P m w m = Y P w and s P . Here, Y P = X P 1 , X P 2 , · · · , X P M ∈ C N P ×MK denotes the space-time spread matrix of the received pilot.
The scatPilot-II embedded into the data sequence targets at capturing the information of burst interference and then mitigating its impact. Thus, it is judicious that the part of received pilot affected by the burst interference should be accordingly given more weights in determining the STWC. VOLUME 6, 2018 In view of this, w is designed under WMMSE criterion aŝ w = arg miñ
wherew is the trial STWC and the diagonal matrix ψ ∈ C N P ×N P is the strengthening matrix aiming at strengthening the weights of the part being affected by the burst interference. For a given ψ, the optimal adaptive STWC by solving (4) can be expressed aŝ
where
T is the estimated temporal filtering coefficients for the mth receiver. Note that the optimal STWC is obtained by direct matrix inversion, which does not involve the issue of iterative optimization or convergence of iteration process.
Obviously, the choice of ψ is crucial while its determination remains unsettled. To this end, we propose to take the power of rows of the received pilot Y P as the diagonal elements of ψ, mathematically,
P denotes the ith row vector of Y P . The intuitive explanation can be described as follows: Since the desired signal and interference signal are independent, and the channel for the desired user and that for unexpected interferer are also uncorrelated, the power of the received signal will be statistically the sum of desired signal power and interference power. As a result, the magnitude of the received signal power will approximately reflect the occurrent position of burst interference, in a way that a larger received signal power indicates a severer burst interference and vice versa. Besides, according to the WMMSE criterion, the symbols contaminated by a stronger burst interference should be given a larger coefficient. Therefore, using the row power (a good indicator of burst interference intensity) to determine the diagonal elements of the strengthening matrix ψ indeed can capture the burst interference information and strengthen the weights of the part being contaminated by burst interference.
Remark 3: It is worth pointing out again that, our proposed adaptive burst interference cancellation approach can be applied whether the interference contaminates both Pilot-I and data sequence or merely data sequence with scatPilot-II. Instead, the scheme [10] requires that the pilot is free of interference. Furthermore, the decoding performance of the proposed scheme should be even better if Pilot-I is contaminated by burst interference as well.
C. BENCHMARK METHOD
As elucidated in Introduction, there actually exist alternative solutions which can be conditionally adapted for burst interference suppression. However, to find an appropriate competitor with similar assumptions and application scenarios is quite difficult, e.g., the impulse noise probability of 0.01 is considered to be fairly high in [19] , while the burst interference duration that we consider may even be comparable to the length of frame. In consequence, we further put forward the following benchmark method to provide a metric for assessing the proposed adaptive method.
The difference between benchmark method and the aforedescribed adaptive method lies in that the former determines the strengthening matrix with perfect knowledge of both the interference duration and occurrent position. Intuitively, we assume ψ = diag η 1 , η 2 , · · · , η N p , where η i takes 1 if the corresponding received sequence is not contaminated by burst interference and constant γ otherwise. However, we note that there is a tradeoff to take for determining the optimal γ . On the one hand, a γ too small goes by contraries of the target to strengthening the weights of contaminated pilot. On the other hand, a γ too large leads to another extreme that the pilot symbols free of interference have no contribution in determining the STWC, which may hinder the system performance. Moreover, to determine the theoretical optimalγ should be a nontrivial task.
Hence, we decide to find the optimalγ numerically via one-dimensional search. For each trial valueγ , a unique trial strengthening matrixψ whose diagonal elements take either 1 orγ is associated. Then, we employ the STWĈ w ψ computed from equation (5) to perform space-time filtering on the received data sequence. After demodulation, we obtain the uncoded bit error rate (BER) related to each γ . The one yielding the optimal BER performance is defined asγ , which will be finally adopted by benchmark method to perform STP. This process for determiningγ will be further exemplified in the next section.
Remark 4: It should be noted that, apart from the tradeoff to be taken via exhaustive search, the above benchmark method is also confronted with infeasibility since both the interference duration and the occurrent position of burst interference should be available. Nonetheless, since we do not really count on the benchmark method to perform burst interference cancellation, such infeasibility does not injure its validity as a criterion for assessing the performance of the proposed adaptive approach.
In contrast, our proposed adaptive method not only can attain comparable performance as benchmark method from later simulation results, but also works without any prior knowledge about interference duration, intensity or occurrent position, making it more suitable to be implemented in practice.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we will evaluate the performance of our proposed STP approach against burst interference. The receiver is equiped with a ULA composed of M = 4 receive antennas and the antenna spacing is taken as d = channel and that of temporal filter are set as L = 10 and K = 20 respectively and for the following simulation, we adopt the uniform power delay profile, i.e.,
The separable subpaths for each channel tap is assumed to be Q = 100. The mean AoA of the desired signal and burst interference are assumed to be θ = 90
• and θ i = 90
• , and the angular spread is set as θ as = 40
• . The lengths of Pilot-I, Pilot-II and data are fixed as N I = 128, N II = 128 and N D = 1280, respectively. Unless otherwise stated, the data sequence is further divided into G = 128 groups, each of which comprises N g D = 10 successive data symbols and is assigned with N g II = 1 scatPilot-II. Both Pilot-I and Pilot-II are made up of BPSK modulated msequence while the data symbols are randomly drawn from QPSK constellations. The burst interference is composed of randomly drawn QPSK symbols. We further suppose that the burst interference occurs randomly and thereby may contaminate different part of the data sequence at each simulation. Nevertheless, we should note that the performance of our proposed scheme will be improved if Pilot-I is contaminated as well. Moreover, each frame is interfered only once by the burst interference with a given duration (or given length N i ), as shown in Fig. 4 .
In the following, our proposed method with reconstructed frame structure is referred to as 'ScatP-WMMSE'. The approach which exploits conventional frame structure with centralized pilot is referred to as 'CentP' [16] . For comparison, we also include the results with scatPilot-II which computes the STWC based on typical MMSE criterion, i.e.,
Such approach is referred to as 'ScatP-MMSE'. Similar to 'ScatP-WMMSE', 'ScatP-MMSE' also exploits the reconstructed frame with scatPilot-II, but considers that the received sequence whether contaminated by burst interference or not is equally important. In short, the importance of contaminated sequence is not strengthened when computing the STWC in ScatP-MMSE.
First, how to determine the optimalγ for the benchmark method is exemplified in Fig. 5 . The uncoded BER performance is depicted under differentγ when the interference duration accounts for 50%, 35% and 25% of the total frame duration (corresponding to N i = 768, 538 and 384 burst interference symbols). The signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) of both SIR = 0dB and SIR = −5dB are considered. For each γ , the STWC is computed according to equation (5) . Evidently, an inappropriate choice of γ , which is too small or too large exacerbates the BER performance to some extent, though the optimalγ differs for different interference duration. As expected, the optimalγ is much larger than 1 when the burst interference duration is relatively short (γ = 2 for 50% interference duration,γ = 4 for 35% interference duration andγ = 13 for 25% interference duration). Considering that the benchmark method with γ = 1 reduces to 'ScatP-MMSE', this provides an indirect evidence that 'ScatP-MMSE' is not preferable under short burst interference senarios. In addition, it is seen that the optimalγ mainly depends on burst interference duration but is insensitive to SIR condition.
In Fig. 6 , we assess the BER performance of 'ScatP-WMMSE', 'ScatP-MMSE' and 'CentP' without burst interference or when the burst interference duration accounts for 50%, 35% and 25% of the total frame duration. The SIR is set as SIR = 0dB. The following observations could be made:
1) The BER performance of different methods coincide without burst interference, which is within expectation since in the case of no burst interference, the strengthening matrix ψ tends to be identity matrix and also there is no need to scatter the pilot into the data sequence for capturing burst interference information.
2) 'CentP' suffers from obvious BER performance floor and fails to achieve the reliable data detection under the impact of burst interference. This result is expected since the centralized pilot does not contain any information about the burst interference and the STWC calculated from such centralized pilot sequence are unable to combat the burst interference.
3) In contrast, the performance of 'ScatP-WMMSE' and 'ScatP-MMSE' remarkably outperforms that of 'CentP'. In particular, 'ScatP-WMMSE' attains comparable performance as benchmark method and even outperforms the latter at 25% interference duration. This may be attributed to the fact that the benchmark method employs constant strengthening coefficients for the contaminated signals, whereas the strengthening coefficients in 'ScatP-WMMSE' are adapted per symbol individually. 4) Though benefiting from a certain resistance to the burst interference, the performance degradation of 'ScatP-MMSE' in contrast to 'ScatP-WMMSE' turns out to be increasingly evident with the decrease of burst interference duration, and a performance loss of as large as 4dB is observed under 25% burst interference duration.
The superiority of 'ScatP-WMMSE' over both 'ScatP-MMSE' and 'CentP' convincingly demonstrates that using the burst interference information contained in the embedded scatPilot-II to adaptively adjust the STWC indeed can mitigate the impact of the burst interference.
Next, the BER performance and robustness to SIR of 'ScatP-WMMSE', 'ScatP-MMSE' and 'CentP' are evaluated. The burst interference durations of both 35% and 25% are considered. The associated signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) are SNR = 22dB and SNR = 26dB, respectively. As revealed in Fig. 7 , when the burst interference intensity increases from SIR = 5dB to SIR = −5dB, the BER performance of 'ScatP-WMMSE' and 'ScatP-MMSE' only degrades slightly, giving a proof to the robustness of the two approaches. However, we again observe the performance deterioration of 'ScatP-MMSE' compared to 'ScatP-WMMSE', which should be attributed to the fact that WMMSE criterion puts more weights on the part of received pilot affected by the burst interference in determining the STWC and could better make full use of the burst interference information contained in scatPilot-II.
Finally, in order to find the optimal scattered pilot allocation scheme, we further depict in Fig. 8 the BER performance of the proposed approach 'ScatP-WMMSE' when scatPilot-II is divided into G = {128, 32, 8, 2} groups, each group with N g II = {1, 4, 16, 64} scattered pilot symbols, respectively. Note that N g II = 1 represents the scheme where scatPilot-II is embedded into data sequence in the most scattered manner. The burst interference duration is taken as 25% of the overall frame length. Within expectation, dividing scatPilot-II into G = 2 groups fails to combat the burst interference, since such highly concentrated pilots can hardly capture the random burst interference information. Besides, it can be observed that the scheme allocating N g II = 4 scattered pilot symbols to each group achieves almost the same BER performance as the most scattered allocation scheme with N g II = 1, whereas the scheme with N g II = 16 exhibits a performance degradation of about 2dB. Such phenomenon reveals that decentralization of scatPilot-II contributes to the robustness of the proposed approach against burst interference. It could also be foreseen that as the burst interference duration decreases, the superiority of the adopted most scattered scatPilot-II allocation scheme will be more evident.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have exploited the proposed STP based approach to address the burst interference in the wireless environment. The frame is reconstructed to obtain the scattered Pilot-II, and then the burst interference information captured by the received scatPilot-II is exploited to adaptively compute the STWC according to the WMMSE criterion. The proposed STP based burst interference cancellation approach fully exploits the time and space dimensions, and could effectively and adaptively suppress the burst interference without previously estimating its duration and occurrent position. Simulation results corroborated both the resistance of the proposed approach against burst interference and the robustness to burst interference intensity. The BER performance comparison of different scatPilot-II allocation schemes was also made, which reveals that decentralization of scattered pilot symbols is more favorable to the burst interference suppression.
